
KETUBAH GRAPHIA POLICIES 

Please read carefully and contact me if you have any questions. 
 

Payment 

! All payments are made by credit card using Stripe when placing orders 
through the www.ketubahgraphia.com. 

! For all ketubahs, payment is due in full at time of placing order. 

! A rush order fee will apply to printed items ordered less than 4 weeks from 
wedding date/date needed, or less than 6 weeks for custom handwritten 
items. 

! Tax is automatically calculated and applied based on the shipping address 
provided. 

Shipping 
 

! Shipment is handled through FedEx and is automatically calculated 
according to zip code at time of checkout.  

! Shipments within the U.S. should arrive in 2-4 business days. For orders 
requiring a quicker than 2-4 days delivery, a shipping quote will be 
provided and charged separately. 

! Customers are responsible for any duties, taxes, or additional charges that 
may be associated with shipment. 

! If you prefer to pick up your order at my Brooklyn studio, I would love to 
meet you. Please opt for pick-up rather than shipping when placing your 
order, and call or email me to arrange a pick-up time.  

! When convenient and possible, I may personally deliver your ketubah 
directly to you. The same FedEx shipping cost will apply. 
 



! If ketubah ships via FedEx, I will provide a tracking number for you once 
your order has shipped, and will be tracking the package myself until I 
know it’s safely in your hands. 
 

! Please ensure that you provide us with the correct shipping address and 
that it is safe to leave your package without a required signature. If you do 
require a signature, please indicate accordingly on your order form. 
 

Refunds and Exchanges 
 

! Since the majority of items are made to order and cannot be resold, there 
are no refunds or returns accepted on items that contain personalization 
information. This includes ketubahs or gifts that contain names, dates, or 
information specific to the purchaser or recipient of these items.  

 
! Cancellations made prior to the creation, printing, or personalization of 

your order will receive a 75% refund. (For handwritten orders, this refund 
will only be given if calligraphy has not yet begun. For printed orders, this 
refund will only be given if the printing process has not yet begun.) 

 
! Objects that do not include personalization information can be cancelled, 

returned, or exchanged at no cost. Orders must be shipped back to 
Ketubah Graphia at customer’s expense before receiving a refund or 
exchange.  

 
! All rush orders and associated order fees are non-refundable.  

 
Proofs Policy 
 

! Before submitting your “Order Form” please make sure that your rabbi, 
other officiant, or anyone who can proof the Hebrew as well as English 
has approved your text choice. If your officiant requires changes to any 
existing text, you will be charged for custom text. (add $50) 

 
! Please make your best effort to provide complete and accurate 

personalization information prior to receiving your proof, as any changes 



after your proof has been created will be subject to an additional charge 
that will be at our discretion and depends on amount of work done at the 
time any changes are reported.  

 
! Any changes to the standard text (including different preferences for 

grammar, punctuation, phrases or changed words) will be considered 
custom text changes that must be pre-approved and paid as custom text 
prior to the time of your proof. (add $50) 

 
! When you receive a proof before the printing or beginning calligraphy for 

your order, it is very important that it is fully checked for any errors, 
misspellings, typos, etc. Please make sure to proofread the text yourself 
for any changes that you want or need to make, and have your text 
proofread by others. I highly recommend having your officiant read the text 
for accuracy. You are welcome to put me directly in touch with anyone 
proofreading for you so that we can make any corrections together. 

 
! Please be aware that a maximum of three (3) proofs will be provided.  

 
! Please note that proofs are sent as plain text, not with the final formatting 

of font, color and layout included in your order. Formatting is done once 
the text is confirmed. (This avoids formatting having to be redone in case 
of changes.) Only once a proof has been 100% confirmed by you and/or 
your officiant will the creation of your ketubah begin.  

 
! Once a proof has been given final approval, you accept responsibility for 

any errors based on that approved proof.  
 

! If you catch an error before I create an item, I will make the necessary 
changes at no additional charge.  

 
! Should an error be discovered after the item has been shipped, a 

replacement can be made if time permits, but must be purchased again at  
full cost. If any error was made on my part, I will recreate your order at no 
cost to you. (The most recent proof can be reviewed to see where the 
discrepancy occurred.)  



 
Packaging 
 

! All ketubahs are shipped flat in premium display-ready packaging for easy 
transport and/or if you choose to display it at the wedding ceremony. The 
ketubah is attached to a sheet of matboard using photo corners and is 
then packaged in clear acetate for protection. 

 
! Please note that Ketubah Graphia does not provide framing for ketubahs 

or other works of art, however I am happy to share information about 
wonderful local framers in the NYC area or give suggestions for framing.  

 
! Each ketubah order comes with a pen for signing that is both archival and 

permanent. (I do not recommend using regular pens or permanent pens 
such as Sharpies. These pens will fade, bleed, or can have other negative 
interactions with the paper either immediately or over time.) 

 
Translations  
 

! Translation services can be provided at an additional cost. Depending on 
the length and complexity of your text, prices will vary. You will be 
supplied with a quote prior to translation commencing. 

 
! Once work on your ketubah translation has commenced, that work is non-

refundable.  
 

Additional Policies and FAQs 
 

! All prices are subject to change. Prices at the time of submitting your order 
are applicable. 
 

! In case of accidental damage or loss, I may be able to recreate your 
ketubah in time for your wedding. Please contact me and we will do our 
best to help. 
 



By submitting your order form, you are agreeing to the above terms and policies 
in full. Thank you for your cooperation. 
 


